Ready for Peter to check.
Seworft file
(June 28, 1974, Mason Summit)

No need to transcribe
(already done)
6/23/74 12th Remarks 1934

The more we can find cause to work together, the more we can strengthen our relationship, and work out this problem. We have been engaged in discussions and negotiations for many years, and both sides have certain interests at stake. The key is to find common ground and work towards a mutually beneficial solution.

The problem is complex and requires patience and flexibility. We need to approach the issue with an open mind and a willingness to compromise. This will require constructive dialogue and a commitment to finding a way forward that is acceptable to both parties.

In conclusion, let us remember that cooperation is essential to solving problems. By working together, we can achieve more than we could alone. Let us make every effort to find a solution that meets the needs of all involved.

If you have any questions or concerns, feel free to express them. Together, we can find a path forward.

[Signature]
What we want to focus on is the longer term, but I think it's safe to say that there's been an agreement to move forward on this issue.

UN's position now is that a new agreement is needed to address the major differences.

There are several issues before us.

K+ - 500ml

ABM - 500ml

KTB - Pending, hopefully sooner

SAH - Tony thinks we need further discussion and gets possibility to work with MIR teams

All other items are important, but agreements on them will need to be reached.

It will not be easy, but we need to make it happen.

I am not sure how much time we have before it's too late.

We need to act now to ensure we don't lose this moment.

I am confident we can make this happen.

It is crucial that we act quickly and firmly.

Signatures, agreements, and meetings are necessary.

ABM and KTB agreed but not official today. Two meetings.
2nd Planetary 6/25/74 6:00 AM

B - We feel there is no further need for involvement in TTB.

P - We are not ready to negotiate TTB and the TTB would be our strongest step toward

B - We feel there is no further need for involvement in TTB.

K - E seems unlikely will talk if CTB is

K - Emergency meeting 6/26/74 -ornado, no

K - Emergency meeting 6/26/74 -ornado, no
Eventually will be new users joining testing. We then checked at BT, which would not include ETB later. But went ETB. Also on a month of project timelines:

1. Threshold
2. PKI
3. Data exchange to achieve threshold
4. Connect

There are more, but if we could share them, we could show potential here.

Buyer: For ETB, many recent past spirit.
Seller: If I report until we get any one.

Buyer: Third party, until we can do it. And that tough than others.

We need to negotiate on something we can promote. But it's tough than ours.

If we can ETB with a minimum cost incurred and keep every thing from there.

Buyer: We can't buy. If we didn't just have.

We haven't covered dimension elsewhere. We'll look at justification.

Georgina: Krisimper 29 June

K and 15G bit. RPI is separate, but our project agreement, data exchange.

G: Ask if we accept their version of data exchange.

K: Beyond
3rd Plenary 11:00 am
R - Renewal action at 9:30 am
B - Restricted some concern about
we C TB. Are we ending ourselves
of camp permanently from such
arrangement.
1st that is R.
No points, but conduct only commin
# of trips.
Why should we be forbidden PN 5?
For PN 5 we would propose
nurture and initial elements,
Agreed to do what we can to have
agreement to proceed early or
quickly.
B - How about no moves in lock
P - No
B - Why
P - Duncan thought we couldn't
in case just trying stop keep
SV only well.
B - OK. How about ES CE;
P - Trying to keep some contacts.
Osmond Chinnery 5th June 1910

B - we decided against SART by
Americans - just chauvinistเทพ.

B - let them understand our
proposals for

K - SHAPE plus SU advantages in


B - the proposal would

K - we proposed 1100 - 1200.

K - we have only a proposal

B - that doesn't sound, I'm not so sure

K - but we also gave upon the idea

K - Firmed 1750 MIRV's from 150

B - we didn't have an advantage

K - we have over SART I was wrong

B - US has today 1200 MIRVs in their
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MEMORANDUM OF CONVERSATION

PARTICIPANTS:

Henry A. Kissinger, Secretary of State and Assistant to the President for National Security Affairs
Andrey Andreyevich Gromyko, Minister of Foreign Affairs
Maj. General Brent Scowcroft, Deputy Assistant to the President for National Security Affairs

DATE & TIME:

July 1, 1974
5:05 p.m.

PLACE:

Moscow
USSR

Gromyko: Suppose we begin on the Test Ban. First I suggest we discuss PNE's. I propose a statement which wouldn't put a condition on TTB but would be strong enough to, and there is enough time, for agreement to be reached.

Kissinger: We can't implement the agreement unless/PNE loophole is closed. We can't permit you to exceed the threshold under the guise your explosions are peaceful.

Gromyko: But if there is a delay on PNE agreement, we could not agree that the TTB would not come into force.

Kissinger: There are two problems -- is the explosion PNE and does it violate the threshold. If below we don't care if PNE; if above we have to know it violates the threshold and that it is peaceful.
Gromyko: I have two questions: (1) Does TTB come into force if there is no PNE agreement and (2) [Long discussion about relationship between TTB and PNE].

"with the expectation that"

PNE's will be governed

(1) Advocate the broadest possible measures of control over the use of environmental modification techniques for military purposes

(1) Advocate the broadest possible safeguards against the harmful use.

(1) Advocate the broadest possible safeguards to deal with the dangers of the use of ____________.

Broadest possible safeguards against the dangers of the ________

To replace next year an interim agreement by a 10 year agreement.

To conclude next year on a 10 year agreement.

Gromyko: I can't agree to conclude anything next year

The main purpose of the conference is that it should promote a just and stable peace in the Middle East. It is agreed that the Soviet Union and the United States will continue close contacts in ______________.
In the course of the talks both sides subjected to a thorough and deep union of the question of a long term agreement but U.S. - Soviet Union on further limitation of strategic arms. (extending through 1985) to conclude

They expressed their determination to conclude before expiration of the interim agreement.

They hold the common view that a new agreement would correspond notably to the interests of the U.S. and Soviet Union but also to the relaxation of international tensions and universal peace.

It was expected that these talks would be started immediately.

Agreement which would consider quantity and quality aspect of these armaments.
6 - Suppose we begin on Test Bn.,
First test hypotheses PVE's.
2-perspective statements which would
plot manifold on TS but would be story
through, situation is enough time, for
agreement to be reached.

H - We can't implement an agreement
unless we have a cloud. Can't
implement since the effective threshold
where these thresholds are placed.

G - But if there is a change in the
agreement, we could negotiate that
TS would not come into place.

H - 2 problems - is NVE near PVE and does
it violate a threshold. If below
we don't care if PVE; if above we have
3 hr window; it violates the threshold.

G - Sorry, what we should be
1 hr discussion about ultimately hit
TS + PVE.

DECLASSIFIED
E.O. 12958, SEC. 3.5
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NY: __________ NARA DATE: __________
Advocate the broadest possible measures of control over the use of environmentally modifying techniques for military purposes.

To explore what seems a potential threat by a 5-10 group.

To explore what seems a potential threat by a 5-10 group.

6. Can't agree to conclude anything

To explore what seems a potential threat by a 5-10 group.
The main purpose of our mission is to establish a just and lasting peace in the region. This agreement signed by the US and Taliban guarantees a comprehensive peace agreement.

The US and Taliban have agreed to a long-term agreement that will end the conflict in Afghanistan. The agreement includes a commitment to peace, security, and the protection of human rights.

They shared common views about a new government, accountability, security, and freedom for all. This agreement comes as a result of continuous negotiations and will bring peace and prosperity to the region.

At no time did we think that...
The word is David

agreement which would
result from your good effort
of these announcements.
Tuesday - Plenary
2 July 1974
2:20 or 4:20 p.m.

Brezhnev: The President and I privately discussed SALT, the Middle
East and touched on MBFR.

Middle East - focus efforts on Geneva and consult closely. The
Palestine issue is an important one.

SALT - No numbers; longer time, "Maritime existing agreement."

MBFR - Some force reduction of national forces; others not.

Some don't want to include A.F. and ________.

This issue is not yet ripe.

Nuclear weapons are spreading in the world. It’s a problem of the
aggressive behavior of Israel. You admitted yesterday that Israel was a
problem. They are still bombing the camps in Lebanon. The proposal
which was made by Kissinger not to mention numbers on SALT is satisfactory.

President: There were other matters which could be of great importance
in the future but which are not ready. We two must put out from time to time
subjects to think about and discuss at our next meeting.

Brezhnev has stated our positions on the Middle East.

He recognizes a time when bilateral discussions must take place--
on the basis of the closest consultations.

What we both want is results and to avoid being at odds.
It is a matter of the closest consultation -- neither of us has the solution to the Pakistanis, but we both recognize the problem.

The people forum for MBFR is Vienna.

I had hope the communique would not brush this over lightly but have a strong statement. Brezhnev suggestion for a 5 percent U.S. - Soviet Union reduction is one approach.

On the Middle East, it is to no one's interest to be drawn into escalating arms race in the area.

In SEA there is thankfully an uneasy peace but the seeds of war are still there. North Vietnam up at a higher rate than permitted and Congress is preventing us from doing what is allowed. We should both exercise restraint.

We have made significant progress at this summit.

But we were both disappointed we were unable to make more progress in SALT. It is obvious we could not agree on numbers at this time. We are not even ______ to an agreement on a general statement. We both feel we must avoid an arms race.

I am concerned that all the good things may be downgraded by failure in SALT.

I give my contract that we won't wait a full year before discussing SALT seriously again. We should bite the bullet before our next annual meeting.
The communique should indicate as strongly as possible our determination to negotiate to reach an agreement. We are prepared to talk at whatever level is appropriate.

Brezhnev: What is our end goal in the Middle East? It should guarantee the existence of all - including Israel.

President: It has to be based on the 242. We can't do it all at once but will work toward it. But we won't proceed in an unrealistic way.

We won't be satisfied with a temporary truce -- we want a permanent settlement.

Brezhnev: We have agreed to act jointly in CSLE so as to make the process in Europe irreversible. Is that so?

President: I made/contract at the CD last year. We will continue our efforts to achieve those goals.

Brezhnev: Let's have our Foreign Ministers report on their efforts.

Kissinger: Agreed on — TTB (including date, PNE) environmental, communique (we shouldn't let the language make it appear as _____) something about dealing with the issues of quantities, qualitative controls, ABM,

Four things to sign; TTB, Communiqué, ABM, Environment.

Also SCC. This is where we are.

Brezhnev: The Interim Agreement goes to 1977, so it best we don't introduce new figures before then. If you can't accept our numbers we need a to establish/new relationship between qualities and quantities.
Gromyko: There is a tendency to substitute bilateral talks for the Geneva conference. That would be bad. Unless the Pakistanis attend the conference, success would not come. They are prepared to participate on the basis of equality.

We have reached an agreement on prompt resumption of the SALT talks. Now agreement will take time and in the meantime nothing should cast doubt on existing agreement. We shouldn't indicate there is something wrong with the present agreement.

Kissinger: I told the Foreign Minister yesterday that there is no way we could let the Soviet Union MIRV its whole force. If we can't make a balance between numbers and MIRVs we will never permit you cutting us in MIRVs."

Gromyko/Brezhnev: But that is a matter for future negotiation.

President: The forces which would welcome a MIRV race are strong.

*****And will consult with interested parties to that end.

*****With appropriate participation

*****With participation as appropriate

*****The Conference and its participants

*****With participation to be determined at an appropriate stage. (comment)
Time Planning 16:20 2 July

Bug - P&D possibly headed SAT.
ME, handled in MBFR.
ME -フリー efforts on overall &
Consult Cheby. Paktani
issue its implementation.
SAT - We're.; larger time, "immediate
ideal" agreement.

MBFR - Some relative flexibility
with others; other acts
Some disposition minded A.F. for
some.

This issue not yet ripe.
New uproar spreading in hurdle
Problem of approp. behavior for
Without
An arrival for the part. They
Is it bombing or communist action.
The prop. must be not to
-arriving. SAT is alive.

P-There came another concern which
Could be great impetuses in
Public relations and not ready,
We must protect them now.
Time subject to think about.
A. Obvious we could not appeal out of this
B. interim case_requested Beit statement. We had full and fair trial accordingly.
C. I am convinced that all good things must
decayed in fruit in 30 yrs.
D. Again any conflict that will wind
a full year before deciding that
anyone to us. We should take a
before our report
E. Anticipate should explain or touch
on possible event. To coincide to
reach agreement. We formally take
at whatever time it appears
F. What is the good in me? It stands
farmer equal for all and I
G. Health is based on 2 yr. Could it
allow one that will save time and
but we can never be saved he
could.
H. Would be wise to_ponder
- we won't farm. Afternoon
I. B. We have agreed to act jointly
in _areas_over major forces
in _industries_ Is that so?
J. A mad content at 6 D last year.
K. We will confine our
efforts to achieve other goals.
L. Not that in FM's report these efforts
K - Stated for yesterday that we want to conclude for tomorrow that we could not put Xs into that pic, of course make it clear, but we want to make sure that we will not be doing so in NIKES. We will want to make sure that you catch the rest of them.

G/B - Just that it's a matter of future again.

P - The lines which would include a mix of you and others.
... and will consult with interested parties to that end. 

... with appropriate participation 

... with participation as appropriate 

... the Conference and its participants... 

... with participation to be determined at an appropriate stage (comment) 

? Your other hand... d reads... 

K - You will still be able to take your MIRVE's minutes for total of 61.9 days. 

B - You are adding apples to oranges. If you computed everything you would find the values to be 16.69. We should go to work w/ each other so there may proving you a geometric edge of 100% success.
MEMORANDUM OF CONVERSATION

PARTICIPANTS:
Last Plenary
July 3, 1974; 12:15 p.m.

Brezhnev: Emphasis on avoiding confrontation. General wrap-up.
Said we didn't solve all the problems before us.

President: Too bad we didn't resolve SALT, but it demands our urgent attention to get the arms race under control.

We must be careful not to be dragged into confrontation over different areas of the world. Southeast Asia are relative for years.

A new attempt by India to move on Pakistan could again put us on opposite sides.

The key to world peace lies in our relationship with each other and we must not allow collateral issues to destroy or impair that relationship.

Work should begin now on new ones where our cooperation should go forward -- not only in security, but also peaceful ones.

Podgorny: General comments.

Kosygin: The President's point about our respective friends who may get us into a conflict is very important. We must build our relationship so that nothing can come between us. We can now keep in close touch.
even before any possible conflicts involving our respective friends.

President: The most important thing about this meeting is not just signing but how we follow up in the months ahead. We will follow up when we have said we would -- including meetings where necessary.

Podgory: It is important that we have agreed on interim meetings if necessary.

Brezhnev:
I

\[ \text{In planning 1215 3 July 1974} \]

B. I don't see us making commitments and we're not sure we didn't take it all in part before

P. Too bad we didn't write SALT II, but it doesn't seem to be in our interests to get arms race under control.

We must be careful not to be dragged into confrontation in different areas of a world set apart from our interests for years.

This attempt by both to ensure our relationship with a change in the military and political aspect to the point where

our relationship-

We should begin working on our own where our own programs will not be aimed at existing or any other relationship.

Poly -

Keeping - Point about our military planning about how well we can build up our relationship so that nothing can

come between us. We have very close in that regard.

P - Most important thing about this report is not just security but being able of that from now on.

\[ \text{DECLASSIFIED} \]

E.O. 12356, SEC. 3.6
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Poit—important we have agreed on interim notes of measure.
I have been told by X to stay that PND is present with an amnestic type